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Figure 1. Rate of publication of chronometric
dates from archaeological sites in Queensland in
five-year intervals from 1961.
INDEX OF DATES FROM ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES IN QUEENSLAND
SEAN ULM AND JILL REID
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies Unit, University of Queensland,
Brisbane, Queensland, 4072, Australia
This volume presents an indexed compilation of chronometric determinations obtained
from archaeological sites in the state of Queensland (including Torres Strait), Australia,
to the end of 2000. The list includes conventional radiocarbon (14C), accelerator mass
spectrometry (AMS), thermoluminescence (TL) and optically-stimulated luminescence
(OSL) determinations. In total, 849 dates are listed from 258 sites. This listing is
intended as a reference work only and no analysis of the dataset is undertaken in this
volume.
Introduction
In 1982, Michael Kelly compiled and published a list
of radiocarbon and thermoluminescence dates
obtained from archaeological sites in Queensland
entitled A Practical Reference Source to Radiocarbon
Dates Obtained from Archaeological Sites in
Queensland. This monograph listed 164 radiocarbon
dates and two thermoluminescence dates from 69
sites. Kelly’s desire that “the radiocarbon list begun
here will maintain pace with the burgeoning growth
of archaeological investigation in Queensland”
(1982:9) was never realised with very limited
continuing input from archaeologists and no
subsequent updates published.
In the 18 years that have elapsed since that
compilation the pace of archaeological research in
Queensland has increased dramatically (Figure 1).
Large chronometric datasets have been generated by
projects in Cape York Peninsula (e.g. Cole 1998;
David 1998; David and Chant 1995; Morwood and
Hobbs 1995), southwest Queensland (Robins 1995),
central Queensland (e.g. Barker 1995; Border 1999;
Lilley and Ulm 1995, 1999; Lilley et al. 1999b;
Morwood 1984) and southeast Queensland (e.g.
McNiven 1990a; Ulm and Hall 1996). Although
several regional syntheses have emerged (e.g. David
and Lourandos 1997; Ulm and Hall 1996), no work
has attempted to re-synthesise this burgeoning
database. In the absence of other sources, Kelly’s
(1982) monograph has become a unique resource for
archaeologists working in Queensland which has no
equivalent elsewhere in Australia (cf. Flood
1999:283-289; Stockton 1981).
The Index of Dates from Archaeological Sites in
Queensland attempts to build on Kelly’s (1982) work
and to expand its utility by including indexes and key
maps to facilitate various search options. The Index
has three primary aims. The first is to provide a
comprehensive listing of chronometric determinations
obtained from archaeological sites in Queensland,
including sample provenance and sample activity data
where available. 
Secondly it aims to present basic information
about chronometrically-dated sites in Queensland,
including site location and basic site characteristics.
The third aim is to provide a list of references for
each of the dated sites which covers excavation,
laboratory analysis, dating and interpretation. This
last component forms a type of citation index and
provides a structured entry-point to the literature
concerning individual sites or sites in a particular
region. The Index should be considered as a reference
source only and not a substitute for the references
cited.
The Index was compiled and structured with the
needs of a number of potential user-groups in mind.
Foremost amongst these are Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander communities, which often experience
difficulties accessing the results of archaeological
research conducted in their country. The references
which appear in Section 11 highlight the fact that
virtually all of the information presented is derived
from widely-scattered professional journals and
unpublished theses which are often difficult for
university-based academics to access, let alone rural
or remote communities. Cultural heritage consultants
and local government agencies will find the Index
useful for quickly identifying whether dated
archaeological sites occur in a specific management
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or potential development area. Additionally, the site-
specific references for given areas provide an entry-
point to the literature on recorded but undated sites in
a given region. Academics and other researchers may
use the Index as a tool in analyses of site data or as an
efficient entry-point to the literature. Finally,
radiocarbon specialists will find technical details of
sample activities and sample types useful in studies
evaluating the efficacy of dating specific sample
materials.
Methods
The Index was compiled through a survey of
published sources, unpublished reports and
postgraduate research theses as well as directly from
public lists published by radiocarbon laboratories.
This search involved systematically reviewing issues
of Queensland Archaeological Research, Australian
Archaeology, Archaeology in Oceania and
Radiocarbon and relevant theses held at the
University of Queensland, the University of New
England, James Cook University of North
Queensland, the University of Sydney and the
Australian National University. Many theses were
identified using White’s (1975, 1994) compilations of
Australian archaeological postgraduate research
theses.
In addition to Kelly (1982), which was used as a
starting point, a number of regional syntheses of
archaeological datasets were used as an entry point to
the literature containing chronometric dates: Ulm and
Hall (1996) for southeast Queensland; Lilley et al.
(1999b) and Rowland (1996) for the central
Queensland coast; Morwood (1984) for the Central
Queensland Highlands; David et al. (1998), David et
al. (1999), David and Lourandos (1997) and David
and Wilson (1999) for southeast Cape York
Peninsula; and Barham et al. (in prep.) for Torres
Strait. Wherever possible, original sources were
consulted to minimize the potential for reporting error
in secondary compilations. Where discrepancies were
identified between determinations published in
multiple sources every effort was made to clarify the
error. Where this was not possible, the discrepancy
was noted.
All dates listed have either been presented in a
published form (e.g. journal article, book,
postgraduate research thesis, World Wide Web,
consultancy report) or are included with the express
permission of the principal investigator of the site in
question. On this basis, some determinations which
were presented at conferences or that are in press or
otherwise not yet published were not available for
inclusion (see below). Conservatively, we estimate
that this listing represents over 90% of determinations
made at archaeological sites in Queensland.
In addition, individual researchers were contacted
to confirm details of determinations, supply missing
information where required and to seek access to
otherwise unavailable data. In total, this search
resulted in the identification of 849 dates from 258
sites, including several dates which were not
previously reported (Figure 2, Table 1).
Structure of the Index
The Index has been structured with the needs of
various user groups in mind. Determination details,
site data and indexes have been divided into a number
of sections outlined below to facilitate ease of access.
In Section 1 we have grouped the basic data
concerning each determination together in
anticipation that this would be the most heavily used
part of the Index. Other details are presented in
subsequent sections.
Section 1: Basic Determination Data
This section lists basic determination data for all
chronometric dates available from archaeological
sites in Queensland. Basic data include site name,
laboratory code, dating method (14C, AMS, TL or
OSL), the reported age (the conventional radiocarbon
age in the case of 14C and AMS determinations and
the published age for TL and OSL dates), standard
error, calibrated age/s for radiocarbon dates, sample
material and earliest reference for the date
information. See Explanatory Notes below for a full
description of field data.
Section 2: Advanced Determination Data
Technical data on each determination is given (where
available), including the sample species, weight of the
sample submitted to the laboratory (as distinct to the
weight of the sample after pretreatment), sample
provenience (square, excavation unit, depth below
surface), and, for radiocarbon dates, d14C, d13C,
D14C and %Modern values. See Explanatory Notes
below for a full description of field data.
Section 3: Notes on Individual Determinations
This section includes comments on individual
determinations which require further explanation or
clarification. Comments are made, for example,
where dates or sample details are reported differently
in multiple publications or where there is a potential
problem with a particular piece of data associated
with a date. Comments of investigators are also
included where dates are considered anomalous or
otherwise problematic. Note that not all
determinations have associated comments.
Determinations with accompanying notes are marked
by shading of the laboratory code in Sections 1-2
(above).
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Figure 2. Distribution of dated archaeological sites in Queensland included in the Index. Note that five
sites (PCB 13, PCB 111, PCB 141, Red Lady Rock Art and Shelly Beach) included in the Index do not
appear in the figure as they do not have geographical coordinates available. Sites listed in Table 2 are also
not shown.
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Table 1. Summary of the number of dates and number of dated sites by 1:250,000 map sheet in
descending order.
1:250K Sheet # of Dates 1:250K Sheet # of Dated Sites
Mossman 101 Weipa 37
Atherton 95 Brisbane 31
Brisbane 81 Mossman 19
Cooktown 75 Cooktown 17
Weipa 58 Cape Melville 11
Bundaberg 53 Atherton 10
Cape Melville 43 Ayr 10
Monto 25 Bundaberg 9
Springsure 23 Eulo 9
Rockhampton 22 Gympie 9
Tweed Heads 22 Rockhampton 8
Eddystone 18 Wide Bay 8
Eulo 18 Torres Strait 7
Gympie 17 Eddystone 5
Innisfail 17 Monto 5
Lawn Hill 17 Proserpine 5
Duchess 16 Hughenden 4
Warwick 14 Ingham 4
Ayr 13 Mundubbera 4
Hughenden 10 Tweed Heads 4
Proserpine 10 Duchess 3
Torres Strait 10 Lawn Hill 3
Wide Bay 10 Mackay 3
Maryborough 9 Maryborough 3
Ipswich 8 Mornington 3
Cairns 7 Percy Isles 3
Ingham 7 Townsville 3
Mornington 7 Cairns 2
Townsville 7 Daru 2
Mundubbera 5 Innisfail 2
Percy Isles 5 Ipswich 2
Toompine 5 Springsure 2
Daru 4 Tambo 2
Mackay 4 Taroom 2
Tambo 4 Warwick 2
Boigu 3 Boigu 1
Taroom 3 Port Clinton 1
Port Clinton 1 Toompine 1
Unknown 2 Unknown 2
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Figure 3. 1:250,000 map sheets with superimposed regions used to structure geographical information
in the Index (after Johnston and Rowland 1987). Shaded squares indicate that no dated archaeological
sites occur on that map sheet. The two letter code above each map sheet name is used by the Queensland
Environmental Protection Agency to code cultural heritage places occurring on that map sheet.
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Section 4: Site Information
In this section, basic information for each site is
presented including: region, 1:250,000 map sheet
name, geographical coordinates (decimal latitude and
decimal longitude), state site designation, site type
(open or rockshelter), whether the site is coastal
(<1km from the coast) or inland and the principal
investigator/s of the site. See the Explanatory Notes
below for a full description of field data.
Section 5: Site References
This section presents bibliographic sources which
refer specifically to the listed site. References cover
excavation, laboratory analysis, dating and
interpretation. Full bibliographic details are presented
in Section 11.
Section 6: Index of Sites by Principal Investigator
This index lists dated site names by principal
investigator. Some sites are listed against more than
one principal investigator where sites have been
excavated under the direction of more than one
person. The principal investigator is defined as the
individual who took primary responsibility for the
excavation. Note that this index excludes principal
investigators who may have excavated at a site but
did not actually obtain chronometric determination/s.
This index can be used to ascertain which sites in the
Index have been investigated by a particular person
prior to referring to Sections 1-5 for further details.
Section 7: Index of Sites by Alternative Site Name
Some sites are known in the literature by more than
one name. This index provides a list of alternative
published designations for sites included in the Index.
If the name of a dated site is known but it is not listed
in the Index it may be listed under another name. Use
this index to locate the synonym for the site name
used throughout the Index.
Section 8: Index of Sites by Conventional
Radiocarbon Age (TL and OSL dates excluded)
This index lists all the radiocarbon dates in
descending order of conventional radiocarbon age.
TL and OSL dates are not included (n=17). Note that
no differentiation is made between radiocarbon dates
obtained on terrestrial (e.g. charcoal) or marine (e.g.
shell) samples. Many dates based on marine samples
may require corrections of up to several hundred
years to make them comparable to dates obtained on
terrestrial samples. This index is useful for locating
determinations and/or sites for specific time periods.
Section 9: Index of Sites by Region
This index presents a list of dated sites grouped by
region. A region is an arbitrary geographical referent
devised for the purposed of the Index, based on a
division of Queensland into six broad zones (see
Figure 3). See the Explanatory Notes below for a full
description of field data.
Section 10: Index of Sites by 1:250,000 Map Sheet
Name
This index, which presents a list of dated sites
grouped by 1:250,000 map sheet name, is particularly
useful if one wants to locate all the dated sites in a
specific area. The general area that each map sheet
covers is presented on the map sheet key diagram
(Figure 3).
Section 11: References Cited
This section provides full bibliographic information
for every source cited in the Index.
A Note on Conventional Radiocarbon Ages
Radiocarbon ages in the Index are reported as
conventional radiocarbon ages (Stuiver and Polach
1977). That is, they are corrected for isotopic
fractionation and not corrected for marine reservoir
effect or any other correction (cf. Kelly 1982; Thom
et al. 1981). Three dates from the Broadbeach Burial
Ground and one from Polka Point were originally
reported by Bermingham (1971) without correction
for fractionation. To convert these dates to
conventional radiocarbon ages, a correction estimate
for isotopic fractionation (derived from Stuiver and
Reimer 1993) was applied and is included in the
determinations reported for these sites in Section 1.
See the Explanatory Notes below for a technical
definition of the conventional radiocarbon age.
A Note on Calibration of Radiocarbon Dates
Radiocarbon ages are conventionally reported in 14C
years rather than calendar years. The primary
difference between the two time-scales is caused by
variability in the proportion of radioactive carbon in
the biosphere through time and space. Conversion (or
calibration) of radiocarbon dates from 14C years to
calendar years is possible by reference to records of
known variability in radioactive carbon activity
derived from dated tree-ring and coral-varve
sequences. Such sequences enable direct comparisons
to be made between radiocarbon dates and true
calendar ages calculated from growth bands to derive
a correction for a specific time period and region to
convert 14C years to calendar years. Technical details
of the procedure used for calibrating radiocarbon
dates for inclusion in the Index are presented in the
Explanatory Notes (below). Calibration is a complex
issue and for accessible discussions the reader is
referred to Aitken (1990), Taylor (1987) and Taylor
and Aitken (1997).
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Table 2. Summary of dates not available for inclusion in the Index.
Site # of Dates Method Investigator References
Abbot Point 10 14C Bryce Barker Barker pers. comm., 2000
Anvil Creek 2 14C Malcolm Ridges Ridges et al. 2000
Border Island 1 14C Lara Lamb Lamb pers. comm., 2000
Cuckadoo 3 1 14C Malcolm Ridges Ridges et al. 2000
Hay Cave 11 14C Harry Lourandos Holden 1999; Roche 1999
Jiyer Cave 5 14C Richard Cosgrove Cosgrove 2000
Kurkur Weid Rockshelter 1 14C Melissa Carter Carter pers. comm., 2000
Lazaret Midden 9 14C Anne Ross Ross 2000; Ross & Coghill 1996
Moonface Site Rock Art 1 AMS Malcolm Ridges Ridges et al. 2000
Nara Inlet 1 1 14C Lara Lamb Lamb pers. comm., 2000
Ochre Quarry 2 AMS Malcolm Ridges Ridges et al. 2000
Ochre Quarry Shelter 1 14C Malcolm Ridges Ridges et al. 2000
Ormi 1 14C Melissa Carter Carter pers. comm., 2000
Pitkik 1 Midden 1 14C Melissa Carter Carter pers. comm., 2000
Sokoli Beach 1 14C Melissa Carter Carter pers. comm., 2000
Sokoli Beachrock 1 14C Melissa Carter Carter pers. comm., 2000
Sokoli Midden 4 14C Melissa Carter Carter pers. comm., 2000
Tigershark Rockshelter 3 14C Ian McNiven McNiven pers. comm., 2000
International lists and databases of dates often do
not include calibrated (calendar) age-ranges for
radiocarbon determinations (e.g. Breshini et al. 1996;
Lavell et al. 1992; McFadgen et al. 2000). Two
reasons are commonly cited for this omission. First,
various calibration methods using the same
calibration curve data can produce different results
(see Aitchison et al. 1989). Second, on-going
revisions and extensions of the calibration curve may
render calibrations based on current data-sets
obsolete. For the Index we decided to include
calibration results where possible for all radiocarbon
determinations. This was thought to be an important
consideration for the utility of the Index as, without
calibration, not only are radiocarbon dates obtained
on charcoal and marine samples not comparable, but
radiocarbon dates are not directly comparable to TL
or OSL determinations. We attempted to reduce
possible variation in calibration results by calculating
results at the two sigma calibrated age-range and
using a single calibration method (see Explanatory
Notes below for technical details). Although on-going
research is expected to result in revisions and
extensions to the established calibration curves, these
are unlikely to have a dramatic impact on the overall
corpus of Queensland dates. This is primarily because
almost 85% of radiocarbon dates in Queensland date
to less than 7,000 BP, and thus fall on that part of
established calibration curves which have been
subject to only minor revisions since 1986 (see
Stuiver et al. 1998). Extensions to calibration curves
will have the largest impact on the 51 radiocarbon
dates older than available curves.
A Note on Coverage
The Index of Dates from Archaeological Sites in
Queensland includes all absolute dates determined on
materials from archaeological sites in Queensland
known to the authors up to November 2000. It
includes dates from non-cultural deposits underlying
(e.g. Morwood et al. 1995a) or overlying (e.g. David
1998) cultural deposits as long as the dated samples
are derived from the archaeological site itself. For
example, TL dates obtained by Morwood et al.
(1995a) for sterile deposits underlying the Sandy
Creek 2 cultural deposits are included while TL
determinations obtained 150m downslope of Sandy
Creek 1 are excluded. Environmental dates which are
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not directly related to archaeological deposits are
completely excluded. The Index includes only dated
sites. Many archaeological sites have been excavated
in Queensland without radiometric dates being
obtained (e.g. Haglund-Calley and Quinnell 1973;
McNiven 1990a; Tugby and Tugby 1965). Further,
there are many thousands of archaeological sites
known in Queensland which have not been excavated
or dated.
Table 2 summarises dates which were unavailable
for inclusion in the Index for various reasons. For
example, several dates presented at conferences or
seminars have not yet appeared in the literature
(Cosgrove 2000; Ross 2000; Ross and Coghill 1996),
some papers containing dates were also published too
late for inclusion (Barham 2000; Ridges et al. 2000)
and finally, several dates were not included at the
specific request of the principal investigators of the
sites in question (Holden 1999; Roche 1999).
How to Use the Index
The Index should, at all times, be used in conjunction
with the Explanatory Notes (see below) which
provide detailed information about field contents and
potential problems or uncertainties in the data
presented. We reiterate that the Index should be
considered as a reference tool only and not a
substitute for the original published accounts which
place the dates within an archaeological context and
discuss potential technical or interpretative issues. In
short, this compilation will provide the most benefit
to users when it is employed in conjunction with the
cited published accounts from which they have been
derived.
There are a number of ways to search the Index.
At a very basic level, for a site known to the user, one
should peruse Sections 1-3 for date information from
that site or Sections 4-5 for site information. If the
name of a dated site is known but it cannot be found
in the Index it is possibly listed under another name.
Use the ‘Index of Sites by Alternative Site Name’
(Section 7) to locate the synonym for the site name
used in the Index. If you are interested in all the dated
sites investigated by a particular researcher in
Queensland you can use the ‘Index of Sites by
Principal Investigator’ (Section 6) to find out which
sites in the Index have been investigated by a
particular person and then look at Sections 1-5 for
further details. Alternatively, if you have no idea
which sites may have been dated in a particular
geographical area you can locate the area on the map
sheet key diagram (Figure 3) and then use the ‘Index
of Sites by 1:250,000 Map Sheet Name’ (Section 10)
to find out which sites in the Index have been dated in
a particular area and then refer to Sections 1-5 for
further details.
General Considerations
Sites are arranged in alphabetical order of the most
commonly cited name of the site. For convenience,
dates for each site are arranged chronologically by
conventional radiocarbon age (or TL or OSL
determination), regardless of the sample material or
square or whether the date is considered anomalous.
Thus, for example, for some coastal sites where both
marine shell and charcoal have been dated or where
samples have been dated from different parts of the
site this order will not necessarily reflect actual
calendrical or stratigraphic ordering of the dates.
Where two or more dates from a site gave exactly the
same age they are arranged in ascending order of the
standard deviation. Where both dates and standard
deviations are the same from the same site they are
arranged in alphanumeric order of the laboratory
code.
Future Updates
This list is necessarily a work-in-progress. Inevitably
there will be errors and omissions in this compilation.
A version of all the data presented here should be
available on the World Wide Web in the near future
and further hard copy editions will be issued. The
potential success of such complilations is evident in
Breschini et al.’s (1996) California Radiocarbon
Dates, which is now in its eighth edition and includes
over 4,600 radiocarbon dates. Any corrections or
additions to this list would be appreciated and should
be directed to the authors.
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Explanatory Notes
SECTION 1: Basic Determination Data
Site Name: The most commonly-cited name of the site from which dated samples are derived. Alternative
published designations are included in the ‘Index of Sites by Alternative Site Name’ (Section 7). Dates obtained
from rock art are distinguished from dates obtained from sedimentary archaeological deposits by adding the
suffix ‘Rock Art’ after the site name. This is a mandatory field for inclusion in the Index.
Lab. Code: A unique laboratory code assigned to an individual radiometric age determination. Table 3 provides
a key to laboratory code abbreviations. Occasionally, determinations may have more than one code, particularly
when sample preparation is conducted at one laboratory and actual age determination at another. Alternative
laboratory codes are recorded in one of the ‘Notes’ fields in Section 3 (see below). Field or laboratory
designations given to samples by submitters are excluded completely. Three determinations from three sites (St
Bees Rockshelter, Selwyn Range 1 and Selwyn Range 2) do not have laboratory codes reported in the literature.
Shaded laboratory codes indicate that notes concerning aspects of the determination are listed in Section 3.
Method: The specific method used to arrive at an absolute age value for the sample. Four methods have been
employed in absolute radiometric dating of archaeological deposits in Queensland: conventional radiocarbon
(14C), accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS), thermoluminesence (TL) and optically-stimulated luminescence
(OSL). Please note that the Index is overwhelmingly focussed on radiocarbon (ie. 14C and AMS) determinations
so many data fields are not relevant to TL or OSL determinations. Where a particular field is not relevant to a
TL or OSL determination ‘NA’ (Not Applicable) is inserted. Dates arrived at by non-absolute dating methods,
including typological dating, electron spin resonance (ESR) dating (e.g. Caddie et al. 1984) and interpolations
from absolute determinations, are excluded completely. For accessible discussions of these methods the reader
is referred to Aitken (1990), Taylor (1987) and Taylor and Aitken (1997). This is a mandatory field for inclusion
in the Index.
CRA: The conventional radiocarbon age (CRA) is employed, as defined by Stuiver and Polach (1977) as:
(1) the use of the Libby half-life value of 5568 years (mean life 8033 years);
(2) the assumption of uniformity in 14C activity throughout the biosphere in the past;
(3) the use of oxalic acid or a secondary standard as the modern standard;
(4) isotopic fractionation normalization of all sample activities to the base of d13C= -25.0 per mille (relative
to the 13C:12C ratio of PDB standard); and,
(5) the use of AD 1950 as the base year, with ages given in years before present (BP) (i.e. AD 1950 = 0 BP).
The conventional radiocarbon age BP is calculated using the radiocarbon decay equation:
t=-8033 ln(Asn/Aon)
where -8033 represents the mean lifetime of 14C (Stuiver and Polach 1977), Aon is the activity in counts per
minute of the modern standard, Asn is the equivalent counts per minute for the sample and ‘ln’ represents the
natural logarithm (see Higham 2000 for a discussion).
Exceptions to these conventions occur for very old and very young samples. Samples with CRAs of less than
200 years are termed ‘modern’ and those with CRAs more recent than AD 1950 (i.e. in the future) are termed
‘>modern’ (greater than modern) (Stuiver and Polach 1977). In the Index both these designations are replaced
by 0±0. Very old samples, where 14C activity cannot be confidently distinguished from the background
laboratory 14C activity, are reported as minimum ages without an estimate of standard error. For example, the
result from Ngarrabullgan Cave in Cape York Peninsula is reported as >37,170 (Beta-45906) (David 1992a).
Note that this CRA definition is not applicable to TL or OSL determinations. The exact relationship between
14C years, calendar years, TL years and OSL years is uncertain. This definition is different from the one
employed by Kelly (1982), which followed Thom et al. (1981) in defining the CRA as corrected for
environmental (marine) reservoir effects. This is a mandatory field for inclusion in the Index.
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±: The estimated standard error attached to an individual determination, equal to one standard deviation (1σ).
Note that occasionally determinations have asymmetrical standard deviations.
Calibrated Age/s: Conventional radiocarbon ages (CRAs) were converted to calendar years using the CALIB
(v4.3) computer program (Stuiver and Reimer 1993). Determinations based on charcoal and other terrestrially-
derived samples (including land snail shell and freshwater shell) were calibrated using the atmospheric decadal
dataset of Stuiver et al. (1998) with no laboratory error multiplier. Twenty-four years were subtracted from
terrestrially-derived (atmospheric) samples before calibration to correct for 14C variations between northern and
southern hemispheres. Atmospheric CRA determinations between 0 BP and 20,265 BP were calibrated using
the atmospheric decadal dataset (Stuiver et al. 1998). Dates on marine samples (e.g. marine and estuarine shell)
with CRAs between 461 and c.20,760 BP were calibrated using the marine calibration model dataset of Stuiver
et al. (1998) with a ∆R correction value of 11 ± 5 (see Reimer 2000 for an outline of ∆R values and calculation
procedure). While the general validity of this ∆R correction value for open waters has been sustained by recent
research, significant variability in individual embayments and estuaries along the Queensland coast has been
identified (Ulm in prep.). In the case of determinations based on marine and estuarine shell samples, the species
and provenience of the sample should be considered on a case-by-case basis to assess the validity of the
calibrated age presented. The calibrated ages reported span the 2σ calibrated age-range. Samples too young for
use of the calibration curves are reported as ‘modern’. Where a calibrated intercept or age-range is reported as
‘0*’ a ‘negative’ or ‘modern’ age BP is indicated due to uncertainties introduced by nuclear testing.
Atmospheric samples older than 20,265 BP and marine samples older than 20,760 BP are not able to be
calibrated with any confidence using available calibration curves. Where a determination is older than available
calibration curves, ‘Beyond available calibration curves’ is inserted. The dates presented on either side of the
bracketed dates represent the 2σ calibrated age-range of the radiocarbon date using the calibration procedure
outlined above. The date/s in the brackets represent the intercept/s of the radiocarbon age with the calibration
curve. In regions of the calibration curve exhibiting short-term variation in atmospheric radioactive carbon
activity, or where radiocarbon ages have large standard errors, it is common to have multiple intercepts (i.e.
multiple calibrated ages for any given radiocarbon date) which are equally probable.
Sample: The type of material upon which the age determination was obtained (e.g. charcoal, marine shell,
freshwater shell, land snail shell, soil, wood, carbonate, bone, sediment etc). If the sample was speciated, this
is recorded in a separate ‘Species’ field in Section 2 (see below). Where no sample type is provided in the
literature the default value is ‘Unidentified’.
Date Reference: This records the primary source of the reported determination. Wherever possible this is the
earliest published record (including Honours theses) of the reported determination in its current form. Where
determinations have been recalculated by laboratories or where dates have been misreported in earlier
publications, the earliest corrected source of the determination is cited wherever possible. For the purposes of
this field, postgraduate research theses of honours level and above are included. Wherever possible, unpublished
material and personal communications are excluded where a published source is available. This is a mandatory
field for inclusion in the Index.
SECTION 2: Advanced Determination Data
Site Name: The most commonly-cited name of the site from which dated samples are derived. Alternative
published designations are included in the ‘Index of Sites by Alternative Site Name’ (Section 7). Dates obtained
from rock art are distinguished from dates obtained from sedimentary archaeological deposits by adding the
suffix ‘Rock Art’ after the site name. This is a mandatory field for inclusion in the Index.
Lab. Code: A unique laboratory code assigned to an individual radiometric age determination. Table 3 provides
a key to laboratory code abbreviations. Occasionally, determinations may have more than one code, particularly
when sample preparation is conducted at one laboratory and actual age determination at another. Alternative
laboratory codes are recorded in one of the ‘Notes’ fields in Section 3 (see below). Field or laboratory
designations given to samples by submitters are excluded completely. Three determinations from three sites (St
Bees Rockshelter, Selwyn Range 1 and Selwyn Range 2) do not have laboratory codes reported in the literature.
Shaded laboratory codes indicate that notes concerning aspects of the determination are listed in Section 3.
12 Ulm and Reid
Species: The species of the material upon which the age determination was obtained (e.g. Anadara trapezia etc).
This is commonly reported for marine shell and estuarine shell samples but less commonly determined for
charcoal and other samples. Where no species is stated in the literature the default value is ‘Unidentified’. Note
that this field is not relevant for TL or OSL determinations where ‘NA’ (Not Applicable) is inserted.
Weight: The weight of the sample submitted in grams (g). Note that after physical and chemical laboratory
pretreatment procedures the actual weight of material dated can be considerably less than that submitted. Where
no weight is stated in the literature, the field is left blank.
Square: The field-designated horizontal unit of excavation from which the sample was derived. In recent
excavations this unit is normally a square forming part of a metric excavation grid. It also includes other spatial
designations such as ‘trench’. Where no square or other spatial designation is stated in the literature, the field
is left blank.
XU: The excavation unit (XU) is the field-designated vertical unit of excavation from which the sample is
derived. In recent excavations this unit has commonly been an arbitrary depth unit within a horizontal unit (see
‘Square’ above) or an arbitrary depth unit within a stratigraphic unit. Where only stratigraphic units (or layers)
are available these are included with the prefix ‘SU’. Where no excavation unit or equivalent is stated in the
literature, the field is left blank.
Depth: The depth of the sample below ground surface, in centimetres (cm). This is normally presented in the
form of a depth range, generally according to the beginning and end depths of the excavation unit (see ‘XU’
above) from which the sample is derived. Occasionally an absolute depth value is presented, normally resulting
from plotting of the sample during excavation. Where no depth is stated in the literature, the field is left blank.
d14C: The depletion of 14C in a sample before correction for fractionation, expressed per mille (‰) (Aitken
1990; Higham 2000). d14C is calculated by (see ‘CRA’ above for definitions):
d14C=((Asn/Aon) - 1)1000 per mille
±: Standard deviation of the determined d14C value (see above), normally equal to one standard deviation (1σ).
d13C: The difference between the 13C:12C ratio of the sample to the ratio of the chosen standard (Aitken
1990:63), expressed per mille (‰). Conventionally, the standard employed is PDB carbonate (Belemnita
americana, from the Pee Dee formation of South Carolina) (Aitken 1990:110). Note that where this value has
been estimated, rather than actually determined for the sample, an ‘e’ is added at the end of the value.
±: Standard deviation of the determined d13C value (see above), normally equal to one standard deviation (1σ).
D14C: The depletion of 14C in a sample after correction for isotopic fractionation of the sample to the base value
of -25.0‰ per mille (relative to the 13C:12C ratio of PDB standard), expressed per mille (‰) (Aitken 1990).
D14C is given by:
D14C=d14C - 2(dC13 + 25)(1 + d14C/1000) per mille
±: Standard deviation of the determined D14C value (see above), normally equal to one standard deviation (1σ).
%M: Percent modern (%M or pMC - ‘percent modern carbon’) is calculated using:
%M=100 x Asn/Aabs OR Asn/Aon(1/8267(y-1950)) x 100 percent
where Aabs is the absolute international standard activity, 1/8267 is the lifetime based on the new half life (5730
years), and y is the year of measurement of the appropriate standard. This is an expression of the ratio of the
net modern activity against the residual normalised activity of the sample, expressed as a percentage. It
represents the proportion of radiocarbon atoms in the sample compared to that present in the year AD 1950.
QAR 2000 Vol. 12 13
±: Standard deviation of the determined %M value (see above), normally equal to one standard deviation (1σ).
SECTION 3: Notes on Individual Determinations
Site Name: The most commonly-cited name of the site from which dated samples are derived. Alternative
published designations are included in the ‘Index of Sites by Alternative Site Name’ (Section 7). Dates obtained
from rock art are distinguished from dates obtained from sedimentary archaeological deposits by adding the
suffix ‘Rock Art’ after the site name. This is a mandatory field for inclusion in the Index.
Lab. Code: A unique laboratory code assigned to an individual radiometric age determination. Table 3 provides
a key to laboratory code abbreviations. Occasionally, determinations may have more than one code, particularly
when sample preparation is conducted at one laboratory and actual age determination at another. Alternative
laboratory codes are recorded in one of the ‘Notes’ fields (see below). Field or laboratory designations given
to samples by submitters are excluded completely. Three determinations from three sites (St Bees Rockshelter,
Selwyn Range 1 and Selwyn Range 2) do not have laboratory codes reported in the literature.
Notes 1-2: This field records notes on aspects of data which require comment or clarification. Determinations
with accompanying notes are demarcated by shading of the laboratory code field in Sections 1-2. Notes include
instances where individual determinations or laboratory numbers are previously mis-reported or where a date
is considered to be anomalous by an investigator. Please note that not all determinations have accompanying
notes.
SECTION 4: Site Information
Site Name: The most commonly-cited name of the site from which dated samples are derived. Alternative
published designations are included in the ‘Index of Sites by Alternative Site Name’ (Section 7). This is a
mandatory field for inclusion in the Index.
Region: The field records a general, arbitrary geographical referent for the site based on a division of
Queensland into six zones (see Figure 3, 4 or 5): TS=Torres Strait; CYP=Cape York Peninsula;
NWQ=Northwest Queensland; CQ=Central Queensland; SWQ=Southwest Queensland; and SEQ=Southeast
Queensland. Where possible, these general divisions conform to everyday usage of the terms. These units are
completely arbitrary and are not meant to imply any analytical category. The divisions of each region conform
to boundaries of the 1:250,000 map sheet series so that a nested hierarchy of geographical referents is
established. The only exception to this last point is the Torres Strait 1:250,000 map sheet. Sites on this map
sheet which are on the mainland are included in the Cape York Peninsula (CYP) region whereas sites on islands
are included in the Torres Strait (TS) region.
1:250K Sheet: The Queensland 1:250,000 map sheet (by name) on which the site occurs (see Figure 3, 4 or 5).
The 1:250,000 map sheet series was chosen as this is the smallest scale series which covers the whole of
Queensland and is the series used by the Cultural Heritage Branch of the Queensland Environmental Protection
Agency for site recording procedures (Johnston and Rowland 1987).
Latitude: The decimal latitude of the site. For most sites this value has been estimated from sketch maps and
general site location information included in the literature. Few sites reported in the literature include precise
locational data. Thus there is considerable uncertainty in the precision of this value. In any case, it may not be
desirable to be overly precise owing to the possible use of compilations such as this one for nefarious activities.
This value has therefore been rounded to four decimal places to obscure exact site locations. The reader should,
therefore, generally treat this value as an approximation and is referred back to the original literature reporting
the site details.
Longitude: The decimal longitude of the site. For most sites this value has been estimated from sketch maps
and general site location information included in the literature. Few sites reported in the literature include
precise locational data. Thus there is considerable uncertainty in the precision of this value. In any case, it may
14 Ulm and Reid
not be desirable to be overly precise owing to the possible use of compilations such as this one for nefarious
activities. This value has therefore been rounded to four decimal places to obscure exact site locations. The
reader should, therefore, generally treat this value as an approximation and is referred back to the original
literature reporting the site details.
State #: The unique site designation assigned by the Cultural Heritage Branch, Queensland Environmental
Protection Agency. Please note that Cultural Heritage Branch site designations are not necessarily the same as
those assigned by archaeological investigators. For example, multiple sites defined as separate by investigators
may have the same Cultural Heritage Branch designation, and vice versa. Many of these values were obtained
from a geographic information system (GIS) overlay of the sites presented in the Index over those held by the
Environmental Protection Agency. Some of these designations may be incorrect owing to uncertainties in
locational data. The data in this field will be checked for the next edition. Note that not all sites in the Index
have a state designation.
Type: This field records whether the site is situated in an open (i.e. open air) context or rockshelter (including
cave) context.
Location: This field records whether the site is coastal or inland. Coastal sites are arbitrarily defined as sites
within approximately 1km of the current high water mark (including rivers and creeks).
Investigator 1-3: The principal investigator of the site during the period when the reported determination/s were
undertaken. Some sites have multiple investigators through time when sites have been excavated on more than
one occasion. The principal investigator is defined as the individual who took primary responsibility for the
excavation at the time the determination/s in question were undertaken. Note that these fields exclude principal
investigators who may have excavated at a site but did not actually obtain any chronometric determinations
while fulfilling the role of principal investigator.
SECTION 5: Site References
Site Name: The most commonly-cited name of the site from which dated samples are derived. Alternative
published designations are included in the ‘Index of Sites by Alternative Site Name’ (Section 7). This is a
mandatory field for inclusion in the Index.
General Reference: This section lists references (including the primary ‘Date Reference’, see above) that refer
to aspects of the site for which dates are presented. It should be noted that these references do not necessarily
contain the dates themselves, but rather often provide other relevant information such as site descriptions,
excavations procedures and stratigraphic profiles.
Abbreviations
AMS accelerator mass spectrometry NA not applicable
CRA conventional radiocarbon age ORE oceanic reservoir effect (or marine reservoir effect)
e estimate OSL optically-stimulated luminescence
f/w    freshwater TL thermoluminescence
l/s land snail
QAR 2000 Vol. 12 15
Table 3. Key to laboratory code abbreviations used in the text. An asterisk (*) indicates that the
laboratory is no longer active.
Code Method Laboratory Details
AA AMS NSF-Arizona AMS Facility, University of Arizona, Tucsan, USA
ANU 14C Quaternary Dating Research Centre, Australian National University, Canberra, Australia
ANUA AMS Department of Nuclear Physics, Australian National University, Canberra, Australia
ANUOD OSL Australian National University Optical Date, Luminescence Dating Laboratory, Canberra
ARL AMS Australian Radiometric Laboratory
Beta 14C Beta Analytic Inc., Miami, USA
ETH AMS Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule Honggerberg, Zurich, Switzerland
GaK 14C Radiocarbon Laboratory, Gakushuin University, Tokyo, Japan
GX 14C Geochron Laboratories, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA
I 14C Teledyne Brown Engineering Environmental Services, Westwood, New Jersey, USA
LJ* 14C Scripps (UCSD), La Jolla, USA
NPL* 14C National Physical Laboratory, Middlesex, UK
NZA AMS Rafter Radiocarbon Laboratory, Lower Hutt, New Zealand
OxA AMS Oxford Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit, Oxford University, UK
OZ AMS ANTARES AMS Centre, ANSTO, Lucas Heights, Australia
R 14C Dipartmento di Fisica, Universitia “La Sapienza”, Rome, Italy
SUA 14C The NWG Macintosh Centre for Quaternary Dating, University Sydney, Sydney, Australia
V* 14C Victoria Radiocarbon Laboratory, Melbourne, Australia
W TL University of Wollongong Thermoluminescence Dating Laboratory, Wollongong, Australia
Wk 14C Radiocarbon Laboratory, University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand
16 Ulm and Reid
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84 Ulm and Reid
QAR 2000 Vol. 12 85
SECTION 6:
Index of Sites by Principal
Investigator
SECTION 6: Index of Sites by Principal Investigator
Investigator Site Name Investigator Site Name
Lake Coombabah Beaton, John Weipa Mound M509
St Helena Island Gainsford 1
Kwamter Mound Gainsford 2
Weipa Mound M3 Townsville Common
Weipa Mound M34 Wunjunga I/3
Weipa Mound M37 Wunjunga I/25
Weipa Mound M39 Wunjunga III/79
Weipa Mound M39b Wunjunga III/81
Weipa Mound M509 Cape Palmerston
Bera Hill Castle Rock Cave
Gumu Curlew Island Open Site
Long Beach Curlew Island Rockshelter
Saibai Village Store Marble Island
St Pauls Beach Midden Spur Bay East
Woam St Bees Island Rockshelter
Border Island 1 Herveys Range B
Hill Inlet 1 Jourama Rockshelter
Nara Inlet 1 Kennedy A
Nara Inlet Art Site Mt Roundback
Alkaline Hill Jiyer Cave
Cathedral Cave Leefe Peak
Endaen Rockshelter Scraggy Point
Midden in Ridge 4 Shelly Beach
Midden in Ridge 5 Turtle Rock Rockshelter
Mother Mound on Ridge 3 Walkunder Arch Cave
PCB 13 Wunjunga BM0
PCB 111 Wunjunga I/25
PCB 141 Wunjunga I/47
Rainbow Cave Deighton Lady Rock Art
Rainbow Cave 2 Kennedy River (Shelter B) Rock Art
South Mound Quinkan B6 Rockshelter Rock Art
Walaemini Rockshelter Red Lady Rock Art
Wanderer's Cave Sandy Creek 1 Rock Art
Weipa 5 Sandy Creek 2 Rock Art
Weipa 6 Split Rock Rock Art
Weipa 7 Deception Bay 1
Weipa 8 Deception Bay 2
Weipa 9 Bush Peg Shelter
Weipa 10 Chillagoe Site 55 Rock Art
Weipa 11 Chillagoe Site 62 Rock Art
Weipa 12 Chillagoe Site 75 Rock Art
Weipa 13 Courtyard Rock
Weipa 14 Dragonfly Hollow
Weipa 16 Echidna's Rest
Weipa 17 Fern Cave
Weipa 18 Fig Tree Shelter
Weipa 19 Gorge Creek Shelter
Weipa 20 Grass Tree Shelter
Weipa 20A Hand Shelter
Weipa 21 Hearth Cave
Weipa 23 Initiation Cave
Weipa 24 Kookaburra Rock
Weipa 25 Lookout Shelter
Weipa 26 Mitchell River Cave
Weipa 27 Mordor Cave
Weipa 28 Mungana Site Rock Art
Weipa 29 Ngarrabullgan Cave
Weipa 30 Nonda Rock
Weipa 31 Painted Ell
Weipa 32 Quinine Bush Shelter
Weipa 33 Racecourse Site Rock Art
Weipa C14#4 Tunnel Shelter














86 Ulm and Reid
SECTION 6: Index of Sites by Principal Investigator
Investigator Site Name Investigator Site Name
Grinding Groove Cave Teewah Beach 5D
Roof Fall Cave Teewah Beach 26
Edmonds, Vanessa Bishop's Peak Tin Can Bay 75b
Echidna Shelter Webber Swamp 100
Green Ant Shelter Mills, Robynne Freshwater Bay Midden
Deception Bay 3 Cape Cornwall
Deception Bay 4 Evans Bay
Deception Bay 5 Red Island Point
Ghaleb, Barbara Gumu Selwyn Ranges 1
Gill, Edmund Talgai Skull Selwyn Ranges 2
Grimes, Ken Moon Point Boonah Shelter
Broadbeach Burial Ground Gatton Shelter
Sandstone Point Giant Horse
White Patch Site 3 Goat Rock
Bribie Island 9 Gyranda 5
Brown's Road Gyranda 8
Bushranger's Cave Gyranda 13
Christmas Creek Gyranda 17
Minner Dint Ken's Cave
New Brisbane Airport Magnificent Gallery
One-Tree Maidenwell Shelter
Platypus Rockshelter Mickey Springs 31
Saint-Smith Midden Mickey Springs 33
Sandstone Point Mickey Springs 34
Toulkerrie Mushroom Rock West
Colless Creek Cave Mushroom Rock East
DH Site Native Well 1
Lake Toomaroo Native Well 2
Louie Creek Cave Quippenburra Cave
Hopley, David Abbott Bay Red Bluff 1
Bramston Beach Midden Red Horse
Jiyer Cave Sandy Creek 1
Mulgrave River 1 Sandy Creek 2
Mulgrave River 2 Turtle Rock
Hughes, Phil Colless Creek Cave Yam Camp
Fraser Island 217/15 Kenniff Cave
Fraser Island 796/54 The Tombs Rockshelter
Fraser Island 799/54 Aranarawai Beach Ridge II
Big Foot Art Site Polka Point
Boulder 1 Spitfire Creek
Eurimbula Site 1 Wallen Wallen Creek
Grinding Groove Cave NRS Site 8
Mort Creek Site Complex NRS Site 19
NE Moreton Island 1 NRS Site 22
NE Moreton Island 5 Bayley Point Mound 3
NE Moreton Island 16 Cape Flattery
NE Moreton Island 21A First Ridge
NE Moreton Island 27 Gunamula
Road Cave 1 Kaponyee Springs I
Roof Fall Cave Kaponyee Springs II
Lourandos, Harry Hay Cave Kyeenee I
Pillar Cave Lake Numalla I
Walkunder Arch Cave Lake Numalla II
Booral Homestead Midden Little Sandhills
Booral Shell Mound Murderers Bore Rockshelter
Brooyar Rockshelter Old Doomadgee 1
Cameron Point 62 Whites Bore III
Double Island Point 1 Whites Bore IV
Kabali Road Scatter Youlain Springs
King's Bore Site 97 Rosenfeld, Andree Early Man Rockshelter
Maroochy River 2 Big Sandhills Beach
Maroochy River 4 Clam Bay





















QAR 2000 Vol. 12 87
SECTION 6: Index of Sites by Principal Investigator
Investigator Site Name Investigator Site Name
Mazie Bay Ironbark Site Complex
Monkey Beach Middle Island Sandblow Site
Monkey Point Mort Creek Site Complex
Naghi Beach Pancake Creek Site Complex
Red Beach Seven Mile Creek Mound
Spur Bay East Tom's Creek Site Complex
Stockyard Point Hope Island
Wreck Beach Sandstone Point
Wreck Beach Extension 1 Ward, W.T. Cribb Island
Stone, Tim Kwamter Mound Walkunder Arch Cave Rock Art
Tugby, Donald Polka Point Yam Camp Rock Art
Eurimbula Creek 1 Woolston, F.P. Platform Gallery Rockshelter
Eurimbula Creek 2 Kwamter Mound
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SECTION 7:
Index of Sites by Alternative Site
Name
SECTION 7: Index of Sites by Alternative Site Name
Alternative Site Name Site Name Alternative Site Name Site Name
9-Mile Shelter Cathedral Cave Jourama Rockshelter Jourama Rockshelter
Abbott Bay Shell Midden Abbott Bay Kennedy Kennedy A
Ash Cave Initiation Cave Kennedy Cave Kennedy A
Wunjunga III/79 Kennedy Rockshelter A Kennedy A
Wunjunga III/81 King's Bore Sandblow 97 King's Bore Site 97
Beach Mount BM2 Wunjunga I/25 Laura Shelter Mushroom Rock West
Beach Mount BM2A Wunjunga I/25 Mickey Spring Gorge Mickey Springs 34
Beach Mount BM4 Wunjunga I/47 Mount Roundback Mt Roundback
Beach Mount BMO Wunjunga BM0 Mt Roundback Rockshelter Mt Roundback
Beach Mount I/3 Wunjunga I/3 Muralag Cape Cornwall
Booral Shell Midden Booral Shell Mound Murderers Bore 1 Murderers Bore Rockshelter
Bribie Island White Patch Site 3 Naghi Island Naghi Beach
Bribie Island Site 3 White Patch Site 3 Ngarrabullgan Ngarrabullgan Cave
Brown's Road Campsite Brown's Road Ngarrabullgin Ngarrabullgan Cave
CM56 Echidna's Rest Nullabullgin Ngarrabullgan Cave
Colless Creek Rockshelter Colless Creek Cave Nurrabullgin Ngarrabullgan Cave
Cooloola Site 97 King's Bore Site 97 Nurrabullgin 1 Initiation Cave
East Spur Spur Bay East Pigeon Creek Site Gatton Shelter
Embley River Kwamter Mound Port Lihou Bay Cape Cornwall
First Ridge 19b First Ridge Rocky Scrub Creek Gatton Shelter
Fraser Island, Moon Point Moon Point Rodds Peninsula Site Complex Mort Creek Site Complex
Goat Rock 1 Goat Rock Seegan Long Beach
Green Ant Rockshelter Green Ant Shelter St George River Shelter Kennedy River (Shelter B) Rock Art
Gumu 111 Gumu St Pauls Meach Midden 04 St Pauls Beach Midden
Gumu III Gumu The Tombs The Tombs Rockshelter
Hervey Range Rockshelter B Herveys Range B Toulkerrie Shell Midden Toulkerrie
Hervey's Range Herveys Range B Walaimini Rockshelter Walaemini Rockshelter
Hill Inlet Rock Site 1 Hill Inlet 1 Weipa Red Beach Weipa Mound M509
Jiger Cave Jiyer Cave Weipa Shell Midden Kwamter Mound
Beach Mount
90 Ulm and Reid
QAR 2000 Vol. 12 91
SECTION 8:
Index of Sites by Conventional
Radiocarbon Age (TL & OSL dates
excluded)
SECTION 8: Index of Sites by Conventional Radiocarbon Age
CRA ± Site Name CRA ± Site Name
>37170 NA Ngarrabullgan Cave 16100 130 Walkunder Arch Cave Rock Art
36100 800 Ngarrabullgan Cave 15950 770 Walkunder Arch Cave
35500 600 Ngarrabullgan Cave 15910 200 Mitchell River Cave
35460 +750/-690 Ngarrabullgan Cave 15900 260 Kenniff Cave
35200 +630/-580 Ngarrabullgan Cave 15820 190 Colless Creek Cave
35200 +720/-660 Ngarrabullgan Cave 15720 380 Roof Fall Cave
34600 350 Ngarrabullgan Cave 15450 1500 Early Man Rockshelter
34580 +580/-540 Ngarrabullgan Cave 15270 210 Cuckadoo 1
34350 +720/-660 Ngarrabullgan Cave 14980 235 Kenniff Cave
34230 +600/-560 Ngarrabullgan Cave 14210 230 Louie Creek Cave
34200 300 Ngarrabullgan Cave 14150 160 Colless Creek Cave
33630 +480/-450 Ngarrabullgan Cave 14150 255 Kenniff Cave
33470 +580/-540 Ngarrabullgan Cave 14140 225 Kenniff Cave
33420 +490/-460 Ngarrabullgan Cave 13830 630 Youlain Springs
33400 3750 Ngarrabullgan Cave 13810 260 Youlain Springs
33320 +480/-450 Ngarrabullgan Cave 13710 260 Roof Fall Cave
33200 450 Ngarrabullgan Cave 13650 240 Wallen Wallen Creek
33170 +570/-530 Ngarrabullgan Cave 13620 160 Colless Creek Cave
33100 550 Ngarrabullgan Cave 13500 400 Wallen Wallen Creek
33100 2100 Ngarrabullgan Cave 13490 110 Walkunder Arch Cave
33000 450 Ngarrabullgan Cave 13230 440 Youlain Springs
33000 450 Ngarrabullgan Cave 13200 170 Early Man Rockshelter
32900 550 Ngarrabullgan Cave 13200 300 Kenniff Cave
32700 450 Ngarrabullgan Cave 13150 120 Walkunder Arch Cave
32540 +630/-590 Ngarrabullgan Cave 13040 220 Wallen Wallen Creek
32400 400 Ngarrabullgan Cave 12900 170 Kenniff Cave
32300 500 Ngarrabullgan Cave 12840 100 Walkunder Arch Cave Rock Art
32200 500 Ngarrabullgan Cave 12820 230 Youlain Springs
31900 +700/-600 Sandy Creek 1 12780 90 Walkunder Arch Cave
31800 1650 Ngarrabullgan Cave 12620 370 Sandy Creek 1
31510 +490/-460 Ngarrabullgan Cave 12610 110 Kenniff Cave
31300 1900 Ngarrabullgan Cave 12600 2800 Early Man Rockshelter
31100 400 Ngarrabullgan Cave 12430 95 Cuckadoo 1
30960 +550/-520 Ngarrabullgan Cave 12400 300 Talgai Skull
30700 250 Ngarrabullgan Cave 12250 80 Cuckadoo 1
30300 800 Fern Cave 12140 150 Kenniff Cave
30000 600 Ngarrabullgan Cave 12120 510 Cuckadoo 1
29700 500 Walkunder Arch Cave Rock Art 11990 70 Wallen Wallen Creek
28800 1100 Ngarrabullgan Cave 11870 110 Walkunder Arch Cave
28100 400 Walkunder Arch Cave Rock Art 11850 210 Early Man Rockshelter
26010 410 Fern Cave 11650 100 Talgai Skull
25800 280 Walkunder Arch Cave Rock Art 11090 235 Kenniff Cave
25710 490 Fern Cave 10910 140 Native Well 1
24600 220 Sandy Creek 2 Rock Art 10770 135 Native Well 2
22800 210 Walkunder Arch Cave Rock Art 10400 90 Walkunder Arch Cave Rock Art
21800 400 Wallen Wallen Creek 10280 180 Kenniff Cave
21500 250 Hearth Cave 10250 90 Magnificent Gallery
21430 400 Wallen Wallen Creek 10240 420 Walkunder Arch Cave
20890 260 Fern Cave 10200 300 Broadbeach Burial Ground
20800 160 Walkunder Arch Cave Rock Art 10200 210 Fern Cave
20560 250 Wallen Wallen Creek 10120 60 Tunnel Shelter
19520 170 Walkunder Arch Cave 9920 250 Mickey Springs 34
18800 480 Kenniff Cave 9810 130 Wallen Wallen Creek
18680 180 Walkunder Arch Cave 9800 220 The Tombs Rockshelter
18600 +900/-800 Louie Creek Cave 9790 60 Talgai Skull
18200 450 Early Man Rockshelter 9760 140 Wallen Wallen Creek
17500 +900/-800 Wallen Wallen Creek 9650 100 Kenniff Cave
17290 470 Colless Creek Cave 9640 120 Wallen Wallen Creek
17200 100 Fern Cave 9590 490 Talgai Skull
16900 280 Yam Camp 9530 335 Talgai Skull
16420 260 Wallen Wallen Creek 9470 120 Walkunder Arch Cave Rock Art
16170 260 Colless Creek Cave 9410 100 The Tombs Rockshelter
16130 140 Kenniff Cave 9300 200 Kenniff Cave
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9270 100 Bushranger's Cave 5070 250 Colless Creek Cave
9270 70 Sandy Creek 1 Rock Art 5020 90 Kenniff Cave
9160 85 Talgai Skull 4930 50 Quinine Bush Shelter
9070 80 Mickey Springs 34 4830 110 New Brisbane Airport
8810 130 Louie Creek Cave 4780 80 Teewah Beach 26
8660 340 Green Ant Shelter 4730 40 Talgai Skull
8320 120 Sandy Creek 1 4720 100 Bushranger's Cave
8310 80 Mickey Springs 34 4690 100 Colless Creek Cave
8310 120 Red Horse 4650 100 Kenniff Cave
8300 115 Talgai Skull 4560 70 Talgai Skull
8240 50 Colless Creek Cave 4540 80 Platypus Rockshelter
8200 90 Wallen Wallen Creek 4450 80 Dragonfly Hollow
8150 80 Nara Inlet 1 4410 80 Wallen Wallen Creek
8110 270 Youlain Springs 4360 80 Cuckadoo 1
8090 110 Bushranger's Cave 4360 100 DH Site
8080 100 Mickey Springs 34 4350 190 Green Ant Shelter
7980 80 Nonda Rock 4350 220 Hope Island
7890 110 Talgai Skull 4320 90 Jiyer Cave
7830 80 Sandy Creek 2 4320 90 Native Well 1
7690 210 Roof Fall Cave 4320 80 Wanderer's Cave
7613 80 Sandy Creek 1 4300 70 Maidenwell Shelter
7550 250 Green Ant Shelter 4290 90 Wallen Wallen Creek
7530 160 Mickey Springs 33 4280 120 Youlain Springs
7530 110 Red Bluff 1 4274 94 Mazie Bay
7480 100 Colless Creek Cave 4270 70 Cuckadoo 1
7460 100 Walkunder Arch Cave 4270 250 Cuckadoo 1
7280 130 Echidna Shelter 4270 110 Turtle Rock Rockshelter
7230 750 Red Lady Rock Art 4230 90 Native Well 1
7085 135 Walkunder Arch Cave Rock Art 4190 80 Mazie Bay
7040 70 Big Foot Art Site 4190 80 Mazie Bay
7010 110 Roof Fall Cave 4170 60 Big Foot Art Site
7000 250 Green Ant Shelter 4160 60 Bush Peg Shelter
6950 80 Wallen Wallen Creek 4160 100 Mazie Bay
6870 150 Mushroom Rock West 4140 70 Mazie Bay
6790 70 Walkunder Arch Cave Rock Art 4130 90 Kenniff Cave
6655 80 Sandy Creek 2 Rock Art 4110 70 Initiation Cave
6530 138 Split Rock Rock Art 4110 120 Turtle Rock Rockshelter
6440 90 Border Island 1 4100 120 Hearth Cave
6340 70 Green Ant Shelter 4100 50 Walkunder Arch Cave
6340 100 Green Ant Shelter 4090 80 Red Horse
6320 70 Red Horse 4060 80 Early Man Rockshelter
6240 140 Roof Fall Cave 4030 90 Mazie Bay
6200 160 Magnificent Gallery 4010 90 Mushroom Rock West
6190 100 Native Well 1 3990 60 Nara Inlet 1
6170 50 Border Island 1 3990 70 Ngarrabullgan Cave
6120 150 Platform Gallery Rockshelter 3910 80 New Brisbane Airport
6108 91 Youlain Springs 3890 70 Alkaline Hill
5990 110 Cuckadoo 1 3860 60 Jiyer Cave
5970 400 Echidna Shelter 3850 170 Platypus Rockshelter
5820 110 Bushranger's Cave 3830 90 Kenniff Cave
5680 115 Deighton Lady Rock Art 3820 120 Gatton Shelter
5570 120 Roof Fall Cave 3810 80 Sandy Creek 2
5540 100 Bushranger's Cave 3800 70 Mazie Bay
5430 130 Cuckadoo 1 3780 60 Seven Mile Creek Mound
5410 60 Ngarrabullgan Cave 3770 150 Roof Fall Cave
5400 230 Echidna Shelter 3760 130 Townsville Common
5380 90 Early Man Rockshelter 3760 90 Walkunder Arch Cave
5370 140 Kenniff Cave 3750 80 Giant Horse
5290 60 Initiation Cave 3750 60 Seven Mile Creek Mound
5210 80 Walaemini Rockshelter 3720 70 Hope Island
5130 140 Jiyer Cave 3710 60 Walkunder Arch Cave
5110 100 Jiyer Cave 3700 60 Gorge Creek Shelter
5100 70 Mickey Springs 31 3700 60 Walkunder Arch Cave
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3670 100 Walkunder Arch Cave 2820 60 Walkunder Arch Cave
3660 80 Jiyer Cave 2810 150 Sandy Creek 1 Rock Art
3660 60 Seven Mile Creek Mound 2800 80 Courtyard Rock
3610 70 Seven Mile Creek Mound 2800 300 Turtle Rock
3600 70 Mazie Bay 2790 80 Booral Shell Mound
3600 100 Rainbow Cave 2784 85 Deighton Lady Rock Art
3600 93 The Tombs Rockshelter 2770 110 Eurimbula Site 1
3570 60 Seven Mile Creek Mound 2750 80 Rainbow Cave 2
3560 80 Cathedral Cave 2740 70 Ngarrabullgan Cave
3560 100 King's Bore Site 97 2740 70 Spur Bay East
3550 70 Walkunder Arch Cave 2720 120 Hill Inlet 1
3540 80 Seven Mile Creek Mound 2720 60 Mort Creek Site Complex
3500 60 Seven Mile Creek Mound 2700 110 Weipa Mound M34
3494 84 Hearth Cave 2690 100 Mulgrave River 2
3480 200 Grinding Groove Cave 2686 69 Grinding Groove Cave
3460 80 Bushranger's Cave 2680 60 Mort Creek Site Complex
3450 70 Mazie Bay 2680 90 Walkunder Arch Cave
3430 140 Mort Creek Site Complex 2670 290 Chillagoe Site 75 Rock Art
3420 90 Walkunder Arch Cave 2670 70 Walkunder Arch Cave
3410 60 Walkunder Arch Cave 2660 60 Booral Shell Mound
3400 170 Colless Creek Cave 2650 60 Brooyar Rockshelter
3400 80 Sandy Creek 1 2650 160 Jiyer Cave
3400 97 The Tombs Rockshelter 2620 90 Bishop's Peak
3400 90 Turtle Rock Rockshelter 2600 70 Hope Island
3380 90 Mort Creek Site Complex 2600 60 Walkunder Arch Cave
3370 130 Colless Creek Cave 2570 60 Mort Creek Site Complex
3360 60 Mickey Springs 34 2550 90 Kenniff Cave
3350 350 Mungana Site Rock Art 2530 60 Walkunder Arch Cave
3340 80 Early Man Rockshelter 2510 50 Boonah Shelter
3340 60 Walkunder Arch Cave Rock Art 2510 130 Spur Bay East
3330 80 Cathedral Cave 2500 60 Lake Coombabah
3330 440 Chillagoe Site 55 Rock Art 2480 60 Booral Shell Mound
3290 60 Boulder 1 2480 70 Platypus Rockshelter
3280 80 Bribie Island 9 2470 80 Native Well 2
3280 100 Quippenburra Cave 2450 230 Green Ant Shelter
3270 60 Christmas Creek 2440 150 Echidna's Rest
3260 110 Border Island 1 2440 120 Mitchell River Cave
3260 70 Mort Creek Site Complex 2440 80 Mort Creek Site Complex
3240 50 Boonah Shelter 2440 60 Ngarrabullgan Cave
3180 150 St Bees Island Rockshelter 2420 80 Booral Homestead Midden
3140 100 Teewah Beach 26 2420 90 Platypus Rockshelter
3130 70 Mazie Bay 2420 100 Walkunder Arch Cave
3090 70 Cuckadoo 1 2410 50 Initiation Cave
3050 160 Grinding Groove Cave 2410 80 Nara Inlet Art Site
3040 60 Walkunder Arch Cave 2410 80 Turtle Rock
3030 90 Gatton Shelter 2410 70 Walkunder Arch Cave
3020 70 Eurimbula Site 1 2403 90 Walkunder Arch Cave
3020 100 Polka Point 2400 110 Booral Homestead Midden
3000 80 Dragonfly Hollow 2390 60 Eurimbula Site 1
2970 80 Freshwater Bay Midden 2390 70 Eurimbula Site 1
2960 80 Cathedral Cave 2380 90 South Mound
2960 80 Kookaburra Rock 2380 70 Walkunder Arch Cave
2950 60 Booral Shell Mound 2380 70 Walkunder Arch Cave
2940 110 Colless Creek Cave 2360 70 Hearth Cave
2930 120 Curlew Island Rockshelter 2360 60 Walkunder Arch Cave
2930 80 Grinding Groove Cave 2350 70 Cape Palmerston
2930 60 Mort Creek Site Complex 2350 100 Mushroom Rock East
2890 60 Woam 2320 50 Mort Creek Site Complex
2880 50 Mort Creek Site Complex 2320 60 Red Bluff 1
2860 60 Road Cave 1 2300 90 Castle Rock Cave
2850 80 Early Man Rockshelter 2300 70 Cathedral Cave
2850 115 Quinkan B6 Rockshelter Rock Art 2290 80 King's Bore Site 97
2820 90 Endaen Rockshelter 2290 100 Sandstone Point
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2290 80 Toulkerrie 1770 70 Mulgrave River 2
2280 190 Long Beach 1750 60 Booral Shell Mound
2280 50 Walkunder Arch Cave 1750 180 Chillagoe Site 55 Rock Art
2260 50 Mort Creek Site Complex 1750 90 Polka Point
2240 70 St Helena Island 1740 70 Gunamula
2230 70 South Mound 1740 50 Lake Toomaroo
2220 70 Walkunder Arch Cave 1730 70 Cathedral Cave
2170 80 Native Well 2 1730 80 Whites Bore III
2170 80 Walkunder Arch Cave 1725 80 PCB 141
2165 55 South Mound 1690 60 Cuckadoo 1
2165 55 South Mound 1690 90 Leefe Peak
2160 60 Jiyer Cave 1690 70 South Mound
2150 60 Freshwater Bay Midden 1670 60 Courtyard Rock
2150 80 Toulkerrie 1660 60 Lookout Shelter
2140 90 Leefe Peak 1650 120 Mt Roundback
2120 150 Echidna's Rest 1640 150 Ironbark Site Complex
2120 80 South Mound 1630 80 Kookaburra Rock
2120 70 Wallen Wallen Creek 1620 60 One-Tree
2110 80 South Mound 1620 70 South Mound
2100 80 Weipa 20 1600 160 Eurimbula Site 1
2090 90 Bushranger's Cave 1600 100 Kenniff Cave
2090 50 Nara Inlet 1 1600 45 Lookout Shelter
2090 90 South Mound 1600 80 Sandstone Point
2080 100 Chillagoe Site 55 Rock Art 1600 45 South Mound
2070 60 Weipa 18 1600 70 South Mound
2060 60 Grass Tree Shelter 1590 70 South Mound
2060 70 South Mound 1580 60 Kyeenee I
2056 81 Racecourse Site Rock Art 1580 70 Mordor Cave
2050 70 South Mound 1580 80 South Mound
2030 70 Brown's Road 1580 70 Weipa 24
2030 140 Ngarrabullgan Cave 1570 60 Green Ant Shelter
2030 60 Sandy Creek 2 1570 70 Weipa Mound M39b
2030 70 South Mound 1560 80 Polka Point
2030 80 South Mound 1560 60 Weipa Mound M39b
2010 70 South Mound 1550 60 Ngarrabullgan Cave
2010 80 Weipa 21 1540 60 Bayley Point Mound 3
2000 510 Chillagoe Site 75 Rock Art 1530 70 Walkunder Arch Cave
2000 80 Ken's Cave 1520 80 Gyranda 17
1990 90 Christmas Creek 1520 50 Mazie Bay
1990 60 Sandstone Point 1520 70 Walkunder Arch Cave
1980 70 Bushranger's Cave 1520 70 Wallen Wallen Creek
1980 70 South Mound 1520 80 Weipa 28
1970 80 Mort Creek Site Complex 1510 170 Deception Bay 1
1965 100 Fraser Island 796/54 1500 80 Hope Island
1960 110 Boonah Shelter 1500 110 Sandstone Point
1960 110 Fraser Island 217/15 1500 70 South Mound
1940 80 Pillar Cave 1500 70 South Mound
1940 90 Weipa Mound M37 1500 90 South Mound
1920 70 South Mound 1470 170 Echidna's Rest
1920 140 Walkunder Arch Cave 1470 80 Moon Point
1910 70 South Mound 1460 60 Weipa 12
1890 70 Sandy Creek 1 1455 140 Herveys Range B
1880 80 Aranarawai Beach Ridge II 1450 110 Jourama Rockshelter
1880 100 Lookout Shelter 1440 60 Fig Tree Shelter
1875 75 Mother Mound on Ridge 3 1440 50 Mulgrave River 2
1850 110 Turtle Rock Rockshelter 1430 50 Ngarrabullgan Cave
1835 85 Fraser Island 796/54 1420 60 Bishop's Peak
1830 110 Mushroom Rock West 1420 70 Louie Creek Cave
1810 80 Weipa 20A 1420 70 Walkunder Arch Cave
1800 80 Weipa 23 1420 80 Weipa 7
1790 60 Eurimbula Site 1 1420 60 Woam
1790 90 Weipa 27 1400 60 Ironbark Site Complex
1780 50 Cuckadoo 1 1390 100 Broadbeach Burial Ground
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1390 70 Midden in Ridge 5 1070 50 Wallen Wallen Creek
1390 80 Weipa 26 1060 80 Magnificent Gallery
1380 70 Ken's Cave 1060 130 Weipa Mound M509
1370 50 Quippenburra Cave 1050 50 Grass Tree Shelter
1370 80 South Mound 1050 100 Gumu
1370 60 St Helena Island 1050 50 Gyranda 8
1360 50 Ngarrabullgan Cave 1050 70 PCB 141
1340 40 Marble Island 1040 60 Road Cave 1
1340 50 South Mound 1030 40 Kwamter Mound
1330 60 Walkunder Arch Cave 1020 70 Red Beach
1330 80 Weipa 29 1010 50 Ngarrabullgan Cave
1310 460 Echidna's Rest Rock Art 1000 65 Bayley Point Mound 3
1300 70 Bayley Point Mound 3 1000 120 Chillagoe Site 55 Rock Art
1300 60 Boonah Shelter 1000 70 Christmas Creek
1300 90 Cribb Island 1000 140 Deception Bay 1
1300 100 South Mound 995 70 Deception Bay 3
1290 60 Pillar Cave 990 485 Chillagoe Site 62 Rock Art
1280 70 Goat Rock 990 70 Kwamter Mound
1280 70 Kyeenee I 980 60 Booral Shell Mound
1280 50 Ngarrabullgan Cave 980 40 Kwamter Mound
1270 250 Chillagoe Site 62 Rock Art 980 50 Middle Island Sandblow Site
1270 80 Fraser Island 799/54 970 50 Ngarrabullgan Cave
1270 70 Native Well 1 970 60 Weipa 14
1260 80 Seven Mile Creek Mound 960 80 Roof Fall Cave
1250 80 Weipa 6 960 60 Weipa 31
1230 60 Ngarrabullgan Cave 950 60 Cameron Point 62
1230 50 Sandy Creek 1 950 70 Early Man Rockshelter
1230 50 Wallen Wallen Creek 950 50 Painted Ell
1220 50 Road Cave 1 950 80 Red Beach
1210 245 Kennedy River (Shelter B) Rock Art 950 100 Teewah Beach 26
1210 100 Maidenwell Shelter 950 50 Yam Camp
1210 60 Weipa 8 940 60 Mordor Cave
1200 440 Mungana Site Rock Art 940 50 Tom's Creek Site Complex
1190 100 Broadbeach Burial Ground 930 80 Kwamter Mound
1190 90 Midden in Ridge 5 930 70 Mitchell River Cave
1190 100 Sandstone Point 930 55 Ngarrabullgan Cave
1180 110 Broadbeach Burial Ground 930 60 Saint-Smith Midden
1180 80 Kwamter Mound 910 55 Ironbark Site Complex
1180 70 Road Cave 1 910 90 Kwamter Mound
1170 50 Cuckadoo 1 910 60 Walkunder Arch Cave
1160 140 Echidna Shelter 900 50 Jiyer Cave
1150 90 Chillagoe Site 55 Rock Art 900 80 Kwamter Mound
1150 60 Echidna's Rest 900 50 Walkunder Arch Cave
1150 70 First Ridge 890 60 Bayley Point Mound 3
1150 80 Lake Numalla II 890 70 Kwamter Mound
1150 50 Quinine Bush Shelter 890 50 Kyeenee I
1140 110 Fern Cave 890 50 Ngarrabullgan Cave
1140 100 Mitchell River Cave 890 50 Ngarrabullgan Cave
1130 130 Mt Roundback 890 80 Weipa 25
1130 60 Stockyard Point 890 70 Weipa Mound M509
1130 60 Wreck Beach 880 60 Curlew Island Open Site
1120 60 New Brisbane Airport 880 50 Gyranda 13
1120 430 Red Island Point 880 70 Tom's Creek Site Complex
1120 70 Weipa Mound M39 880 70 Whites Bore IV
1110 91 Broadbeach Burial Ground 870 60 Ngarrabullgan Cave
1110 10 South Mound 870 130 Pancake Creek Site Complex
1110 70 Tom's Creek Site Complex 870 70 Weipa 16
1100 70 Mushroom Rock East 870 80 Weipa Mound M3
1090 70 Gatton Shelter 860 80 Wunjunga BM0
1090 70 Lake Numalla I 855 80 Kwamter Mound
1080 50 Ngarrabullgan Cave 850 125 Herveys Range B
1080 NA Quinkan B6 Rockshelter Rock Art 850 100 Midden in Ridge 4
1070 70 Teewah Beach 26 840 70 Echidna's Rest Rock Art
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840 60 Maroochy River 4 670 50 Ngarrabullgan Cave
840 55 Sandy Creek 1 Rock Art 670 50 Pancake Creek Site Complex
840 80 Shelly Beach 670 95 White Patch Site 3
830 120 Curlew Island Rockshelter 660 70 Bramston Beach Midden
830 80 Kwamter Mound 660 50 Kyeenee I
830 60 Pillar Cave 650 130 Deception Bay 4
820 70 Early Man Rockshelter 650 60 Ironbark Site Complex
820 70 Wanderer's Cave 650 50 Nonda Rock
810 80 Courtyard Rock 630 40 Kwamter Mound
810 105 Kwamter Mound 630 70 Pancake Creek Site Complex
810 80 Sandstone Point 630 50 Tom's Creek Site Complex
800 50 Mordor Cave 630 60 Weipa 17
800 80 Pancake Creek Site Complex 620 170 Chillagoe Site 55 Rock Art
800 540 Quinkan B6 Rockshelter Rock Art 620 95 Sandstone Point
800 70 Weipa G10E 620 50 Tom's Creek Site Complex
790 70 Clam Bay 620 90 Wunjunga I/3
790 70 Weipa Mound M39 620 60 Wunjunga III/81
790 60 Weipa Mound M509 610 90 Cape Cornwall
790 110 Weipa Mound M509 610 80 Evans Bay
780 50 Mulgrave River 2 610 50 Gyranda 5
780 80 Painted Ell 610 70 Maroochy River 2
780 95 Sandstone Point 610 80 Roof Fall Cave
780 70 Woam 610 40 Yam Camp Rock Art
770 60 Cuckadoo 1 600 70 Gumu
770 50 Kyeenee I 590 50 Big Foot Art Site
770 90 PCB 111 590 60 Ironbark Site Complex
770 40 Tunnel Shelter 580 40 Bramston Beach Midden
770 70 Weipa 11 580 50 Gunamula
770 80 Wunjunga I/47 580 70 Weipa C14#4
765 55 Polka Point 570 60 Hand Shelter
760 140 Deception Bay 2 560 50 Eurimbula Site 1
760 75 Old Doomadgee 1 560 55 Eurimbula Site 1
760 60 St Pauls Beach Midden 560 50 Fig Tree Shelter
760 75 Weipa Mound M509 560 60 Platypus Rockshelter
755 135 Deception Bay 5 560 70 Spitfire Creek
750 80 Abbott Bay 550 70 Nara Inlet 1
740 60 Pancake Creek Site Complex 540 50 Bramston Beach Midden
740 50 Sandstone Point 540 50 Tom's Creek Site Complex
740 80 Sandstone Point 530 105 Chillagoe Site 55 Rock Art
730 200 Echidna's Rest 530 80 Ken's Cave
730 80 Naghi Beach 520 50 Bramston Beach Midden
730 75 Yam Camp Rock Art 520 75 Minner Dint
725 111 Yam Camp Rock Art 520 70 Scraggy Point
720 50 Green Ant Shelter 520 80 Weipa 10
720 60 Weipa 19 510 70 Evans Bay
710 50 Bramston Beach Midden 500 80 Bera Hill
710 120 Echidna's Rest 500 90 PCB 13
710 40 Hand Shelter 500 50 Sandstone Point
710 100 Kwamter Mound 500 70 Weipa 32
710 90 Roof Fall Cave 500 80 Wreck Beach Extension 1
710 50 Tunnel Shelter 490 80 Echidna's Rest
710 75 Weipa 5 480 90 Scraggy Point
710 60 Weipa 13 470 290 Early Man Rockshelter
700 60 Bushranger's Cave 470 60 NRS Site 8
700 140 Pancake Creek Site Complex 460 100 Broadbeach Burial Ground
700 70 Tin Can Bay 75b 460 90 Grinding Groove Cave
690 90 Echidna's Rest 450 55 Freshwater Bay Midden
690 50 Grass Tree Shelter 450 70 Murderers Bore Rockshelter
690 70 Wreck Beach 450 60 NRS Site 19
690 60 Wunjunga I/25 450 70 Spitfire Creek
685 105 Kennedy A 450 95 White Patch Site 3
670 70 Kwamter Mound 450 60 Wunjunga III/79
670 50 Mazie Bay 440 100 Broadbeach Burial Ground
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440 55 Echidna's Rest Rock Art 240 60 Mulgrave River 1
440 60 Eurimbula Site 1 235 110 Kwamter Mound
440 60 NE Moreton Island 27 230 60 Eurimbula Creek 1
430 70 Kaponyee Springs II 220 80 Eurimbula Site 1
430 60 NE Moreton Island 1 220 70 Monkey Point
430 70 Sandstone Point 220 50 Weipa 33
420 50 Bush Peg Shelter 200 80 Bribie Island 9
420 100 PCB 13 200 140 Ironbark Site Complex
410 50 NRS Site 22 200 80 Jiyer Cave
400 60 Echidna's Rest Rock Art 190 50 Cameron Point 62
400 110 Kaponyee Springs II 180 50 Weipa 9
400 60 NE Moreton Island 16 170 60 Maroochy River 4
390 50 Cribb Island 170 60 Mickey Springs 34
390 50 Jiyer Cave 160 90 Double Island Point 1
380 60 NE Moreton Island 5 160 60 Wunjunga I/25
380 50 Ngarrabullgan Cave 150 80 Scraggy Point
380 80 Saibai Village Store 140 60 Mulgrave River 2
370 75 Toulkerrie 100 60 Jiyer Cave
360 100 Weipa Mound M509 70 70 Kabali Road Scatter
350 80 Gainsford 2 50 86 Broadbeach Burial Ground
350 55 Hay Cave 0 0 Cape Flattery
350 70 Toulkerrie 0 0 Echidna's Rest Rock Art
350 40 Wunjunga I/3 0 0 Echidna's Rest Rock Art
340 70 Sandstone Point 0 0 Echidna's Rest Rock Art
340 70 Teewah Beach 26 0 0 Echidna's Rest Rock Art
330 50 Big Foot Art Site 0 0 Eurimbula Creek 2
330 70 Gainsford 1 0 0 Gumu
330 70 Monkey Beach 0 0 Kennedy River (Shelter B)
320 50 NE Moreton Island 21A 0 0 Little Sandhills
320 50 Sandstone Point 0 0 Long Beach
310 70 Big Sandhills Beach 0 0 Mulgrave River 1
310 80 Toulkerrie 0 0 Roof Fall Cave
300 60 Gyranda 5 0 0 Sandstone Point
280 60 Spur Bay East 0 0 Seary-Broutha Site
270 70 Weipa 30 0 0 Teewah Beach 5D
260 50 Jiyer Cave 0 0 Tom's Creek Site Complex
250 70 Big Sandhills Beach 0 0 Webber Swamp 100
250 50 Saint-Smith Midden 0 0 Youlain Springs
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Figure 4. 1:250,000 map sheets with superimposed regions used to structure geographical information
in the Index (after Johnston and Rowland 1987). Shaded squares indicate that no dated archaeological
sites occur on that map sheet. The two letter code above each map sheet name is used by the Queensland
Environmental Protection Agency to code cultural heritage places occurring on that map sheet.
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Abbott Bay Chillagoe Site 62 Rock Art
Big Foot Art Site Chillagoe Site 75 Rock Art
Big Sandhills Beach Courtyard Rock
Border Island 1 Deighton Lady Rock Art
Boulder 1 Dragonfly Hollow
Cape Palmerston Early Man Rockshelter
Castle Rock Cave Echidna's Rest
Cathedral Cave Echidna Shelter
Clam Bay Endaen Rockshelter
Curlew Island Open Site Evans Bay
Curlew Island Rockshelter Fern Cave
Gainsford 1 Fig Tree Shelter
Gainsford 2 Freshwater Bay Midden
Goat Rock Giant Horse
Grinding Groove Cave Gorge Creek Shelter
Gyranda 5 Grass Tree Shelter
Gyranda 8 Green Ant Shelter
Gyranda 13 Hand Shelter
Gyranda 17 Hay Cave
Herveys Range B Hearth Cave
Hill Inlet 1 Initiation Cave
Jourama Rockshelter Jiyer Cave
Kennedy A Kennedy River (Shelter B) Rock Art
Kenniff Cave Kookaburra Rock
Ken's Cave Kwamter Mound
Leefe Peak Lookout Shelter
Marble Island Magnificent Gallery
Mazie Bay Midden in Ridge 4
Monkey Beach Midden in Ridge 5
Monkey Point Mitchell River Cave
Mt Roundback Mordor Cave
Nara Inlet 1 Mother Mound on Ridge 3
Nara Inlet Art Site Mulgrave River 1
Native Well 1 Mulgrave River 2
Native Well 2 Mungana Site Rock Art
Rainbow Cave Mushroom Rock West
Rainbow Cave 2 Mushroom Rock East
Red Beach Ngarrabullgan Cave
Road Cave 1 Nonda Rock
Roof Fall Cave Painted Ell
Scraggy Point PCB 13
Shelly Beach PCB 111
Spur Bay East PCB 141
St Bees Island Rockshelter Pillar Cave
Stockyard Point Platform Gallery Rockshelter
The Tombs Rockshelter Quinine Bush Shelter
Townsville Common Quinkan B6 Rockshelter Rock Art
Turtle Rock Racecourse Site Rock Art
Turtle Rock Rockshelter Red Bluff 1
Wanderer's Cave Red Horse
Wreck Beach Red Island Point
Wreck Beach Extension 1 Red Lady Rock Art
Wunjunga BM0 Sandy Creek 1
Wunjunga I/3 Sandy Creek 2
Wunjunga I/25 South Mound
Wunjunga I/47 Split Rock Rock Art
Wunjunga III/79 Tunnel Shelter
Wunjunga III/81 Walaemini Rockshelter
Alkaline Hill Walkunder Arch Cave
Bramston Beach Midden Weipa 5
Bush Peg Shelter Weipa 6
Cape Flattery Weipa 7
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Weipa 9 Deception Bay 5
Weipa 10 Double Island Point 1
Weipa 11 Eurimbula Creek 1
Weipa 12 Eurimbula Creek 2
Weipa 13 Eurimbula Site 1
Weipa 14 First Ridge
Weipa 16 Fraser Island 217/15
Weipa 17 Fraser Island 796/54
Weipa 18 Fraser Island 799/54
Weipa 19 Gatton Shelter
Weipa 20 Hope Island
Weipa 20A Ironbark Site Complex
Weipa 21 Kabali Road Scatter
Weipa 23 King's Bore Site 97
Weipa 24 Lake Coombabah
Weipa 25 Little Sandhills
Weipa 26 Maidenwell Shelter
Weipa 27 Maroochy River 2
Weipa 28 Maroochy River 4
Weipa 29 Minner Dint
Weipa 30 Middle Island Sandblow Site
Weipa 31 Moon Point
Weipa 32 Mort Creek Site Complex
Weipa 33 New Brisbane Airport
Weipa C14#4 NE Moreton Island 1
Weipa G10E NE Moreton Island 5
Weipa Mound M3 NE Moreton Island 16
Weipa Mound M34 NE Moreton Island 21A
Weipa Mound M37 NE Moreton Island 27
Weipa Mound M39 NRS Site 8
Weipa Mound M39b NRS Site 19
Weipa Mound M509 NRS Site 22
Yam Camp One-Tree
Bayley Point Mound 3 Pancake Creek Site Complex
Colless Creek Cave Platypus Rockshelter
Cuckadoo 1 Polka Point
DH Site Saint-Smith Midden
Gunamula Sandstone Point
Louie Creek Cave Seary-Broutha Site
Mickey Springs 31 Seven Mile Creek Mound
Mickey Springs 33 Spitfire Creek
Mickey Springs 34 St Helena Island
Old Doomadgee 1 Talgai Skull
Quippenburra Cave Teewah Beach 5D
Selwyn Ranges 1 Teewah Beach 26
Selwyn Ranges 2 Tin Can Bay 75b
Aranarawai Beach Ridge II Tom's Creek Site Complex
Bishop's Peak Toulkerrie
Boonah Shelter Wallen Wallen Creek
Booral Homestead Midden Webber Swamp 100
Booral Shell Mound White Patch Site 3
Bribie Island 9 Kaponyee Springs I
Broadbeach Burial Ground Kaponyee Springs II
Brooyar Rockshelter Kyeenee I
Brown's Road Lake Numalla I
Bushranger's Cave Lake Numalla II
Cameron Point 62 Lake Toomaroo
Christmas Creek Murderers Bore Rockshelter
Cribb Island Whites Bore III
Deception Bay 1 Whites Bore IV
Deception Bay 2 Youlain Springs
Deception Bay 3 Bera Hill
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Gumu Saibai Village Store
Long Beach St Pauls Beach Midden
Naghi Beach Woam
TSTS
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Figure 5. 1:250K map sheets with superimposed regions used to structure geographical information in
the Index (after Johnston and Rowland 1987). Shaded squares indicate that no archaeological sites occur
on that map sheet. The two letter code above each map sheet name is used by the Queensland
Environmental Protection Agency to code cultural heritage places occurring on that map sheet.
SECTION 10: Index of Sites by 1:250,000 Map Sheet Name
1:250K Sheet Site Name 1:250K Sheet Site Name
Chillagoe Site 55 Rock Art Alkaline Hill
Chillagoe Site 62 Rock Art Endaen Rockshelter
Chillagoe Site 75 Rock Art Freshwater Bay Midden
Echidna's Rest Midden in Ridge 4
Echidna Shelter Midden in Ridge 5
Fern Cave Mother Mound on Ridge 3
Mungana Site Rock Art PCB 13
Pillar Cave PCB 111
Racecourse Site Rock Art PCB 141
Walkunder Arch Cave South Mound
Abbott Bay Walaemini Rockshelter
Gainsford 1 Cape Flattery
Gainsford 2 Deighton Lady Rock Art
Mt Roundback Early Man Rockshelter
Wunjunga BM0 Giant Horse
Wunjunga I/3 Green Ant Shelter
Wunjunga I/25 Kennedy River (Shelter B) Rock Art
Wunjunga I/47 Magnificent Gallery
Wunjunga III/79 Mushroom Rock East
Wunjunga III/81 Mushroom Rock West
Boigu Gumu Platform Gallery Rockshelter
Aranarawai Beach Ridge II Quinkan B6 Rockshelter Rock Art
Brown's Road Red Bluff 1
Cribb Island Red Horse
Deception Bay 1 Sandy Creek 1
Deception Bay 2 Sandy Creek 2
Deception Bay 3 Split Rock Rock Art
Deception Bay 4 Yam Camp
Deception Bay 5 Saibai Village Store
First Ridge Woam
Hope Island Cuckadoo 1
Lake Coombabah Selwyn Ranges 1
Little Sandhills Selwyn Ranges 2
Minner Dint Cathedral Cave
New Brisbane Airport Goat Rock
NE Moreton Island 1 Native Well 1
NE Moreton Island 5 Native Well 2
NE Moreton Island 16 The Tombs Rockshelter
NE Moreton Island 21A Kaponyee Springs I
NE Moreton Island 27 Kaponyee Springs II
NRS Site 8 Lake Numalla I
NRS Site 19 Lake Numalla II
NRS Site 22 Lake Toomaroo
One-Tree Murderers Bore Rockshelter
Polka Point Whites Bore III
Saint-Smith Midden Whites Bore IV
Sandstone Point Youlain Springs
Spitfire Creek Bribie Island 9
St Helena Island Brooyar Rockshelter
Toulkerrie King's Bore Site 97
Wallen Wallen Creek Maidenwell Shelter
White Patch Site 3 Maroochy River 2
Eurimbula Creek 1 Maroochy River 4
Eurimbula Creek 2 Seary-Broutha Site
Eurimbula Site 1 Teewah Beach 5D
Ironbark Site Complex Teewah Beach 26
Middle Island Sandblow Site Mickey Springs 31
Mort Creek Site Complex Mickey Springs 33
Pancake Creek Site Complex Mickey Springs 34
Seven Mile Creek Mound Quippenburra Cave
Tom's Creek Site Complex Jourama Rockshelter
Mulgrave River 1 Kennedy A
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SECTION 10: Index of Sites by 1:250,000 Map Sheet Name
1:250K Sheet Site Name 1:250K Sheet Site Name
Ingham Scraggy Point Springsure Turtle Rock
Bramston Beach Midden Ken's Cave
Jiyer Cave Rainbow Cave 2
Gatton Shelter Rainbow Cave
Platypus Rockshelter Wanderer's Cave
Colless Creek Cave Toompine Kyeenee I
DH Site Bera Hill
Louie Creek Cave Cape Cornwall
Cape Palmerston Evans Bay
Curlew Island Open Site Long Beach
Curlew Island Rockshelter Naghi Beach
Booral Homestead Midden Red Island Point
Booral Shell Mound St Pauls Beach Midden
Moon Point Herveys Range B
Big Foot Art Site Townsville Common
Boulder 1 Turtle Rock Rockshelter
Grinding Groove Cave Bishop's Peak
Road Cave 1 Broadbeach Burial Ground
Roof Fall Cave Bushranger's Cave
Bayley Point Mound 3 Christmas Creek
Gunamula Boonah Shelter
Old Doomadgee 1 Talgai Skull
Bush Peg Shelter Kwamter Mound
Courtyard Rock Weipa 5
Dragonfly Hollow Weipa 6
Fig Tree Shelter Weipa 7
Gorge Creek Shelter Weipa 8
Grass Tree Shelter Weipa 9
Hand Shelter Weipa 10
Hay Cave Weipa 11
Hearth Cave Weipa 12
Initiation Cave Weipa 13
Kookaburra Rock Weipa 14
Lookout Shelter Weipa 16
Mitchell River Cave Weipa 17
Mordor Cave Weipa 18
Ngarrabullgan Cave Weipa 19
Nonda Rock Weipa 20
Painted Ell Weipa 20A
Quinine Bush Shelter Weipa 21
Tunnel Shelter Weipa 23
Gyranda 5 Weipa 24
Gyranda 8 Weipa 25
Gyranda 13 Weipa 26
Gyranda 17 Weipa 27
Castle Rock Cave Weipa 28
Marble Island Weipa 29
Spur Bay East Weipa 30
Port Clinton Stockyard Point Weipa 31
Border Island 1 Weipa 32
Hill Inlet 1 Weipa 33
Nara Inlet 1 Weipa C14#4
Nara Inlet Art Site Weipa G10E
St Bees Island Rockshelter Weipa Mound M3
Big Sandhills Beach Weipa Mound M34
Clam Bay Weipa Mound M37
Mazie Bay Weipa Mound M39
Monkey Beach Weipa Mound M39b
Monkey Point Weipa Mound M509
Red Beach Cameron Point 62
Wreck Beach Double Island Point 1
Wreck Beach Extension 1 Fraser Island 217/15
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SECTION 10: Index of Sites by 1:250,000 Map Sheet Name
1:250K Sheet Site Name 1:250K Sheet Site Name
Fraser Island 799/54 Red Lady Rock Art
Kabali Road Scatter Shelly Beach
Tin Can Bay 75b
Webber Swamp 100
Wide Bay Unknown
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